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Abstract

This dissertation examines the effectiveness of ethics education for third level business students,
examining the importance of ethics education and the most effective methods used in delivering it,
and whether the current methods used by educators is achieving the required emphasis on the
importance of ethics in business.

First reviewing the literature that surround the topic of ethics

education, then examine through survey the effectiveness of ethics education and ethics sensitivity
with a comparison between business undergraduate students to students in other majors, this survey
was given to students of business and other fields both under and post graduated to form a base for
comparison to be used in the analysis of the data , a total of four semi-structured interviews also were
conducted with three educators and academics and one postgraduate students, this was done to gain
in depth expert opinions on the ethics education , The results demonstrated that while business
students showed generally the same answers to other students, 69.05% of business students
answered yes to question five of the survey, taking a major ethics class, which gave a significant
increase to their ethical sensitivity, this would help students in their future roles giving them the
confidence to continue their progress regardless of the public view proving that business students are
not less ethical than any other students of other majors.
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Introduction
There are a number of increasing demand for looking into more focused education in ethics given to
business students , education can help students develop some ethical sensibility and influence their
values , this knowledge can then be sustained and empowered by putting it into practice in real life ,
following the scandals that shocked the financial world , ethics has been questioned so many times
(Jennings and Marriott, n.d.) , when Enron collapse in one year , Ireland suffered a steep fall when
discovered the auditing manipulation conducted by Anglo Irish bank , with so many unethical
monetary scandals more fingers are pointed toward accountants and their level of integrity and ethical
judgments (Mohd Nordin, 2013).
Finding showed that individuals take

ethical or unethical decisions influenced by the surrounded

environment , younger individuals within firms may look into more mature employees for tips and
guidance in decision making

, and since most firms recruit young freshly graduated employees

directly from colleges , they are more likely to follow the way current employees conduct their work
even if that involved low ethical decision making

,

showed by research that trainee business

students hold very worrying level of ethical knowledge and behaviour. Also, according to accounting
professions, accountants are being examined in ethics and testing their ethical awareness is not
enough through the professional examinations, it rather shows a lack of technical emphasis in ethics
and myopic. And that ethical guidelines has been given little importance in theses professional
examinations and influenced hugely by time and pressure and does not reflect the deep real
knowledge of trainees (Sweeney and Costello, 2009).
The aim of this research is to provide an overview of the importance of ethical education for business
undergraduates and the influence this will have on their level of ethical judgment and sensitivity, also
this will focus on the influence of ethical education for undergraduate‟s business students in Ireland in
building ethical sensitivity and analysing it in the work environment. Similar researches were carried
out in Malaysia (Nadaraja and Mustapha, 2017a), Ethics for 3rd level business students are not
widely taught in Ireland as standalone course, it‟s mostly build in modules within the undergraduate.
Final year students have been shown to have low ethical awareness before taking a focused ethical
course (Nadaraja and Mustapha, 2017a). This comes along with what the higher education literature
expressed that a student's approach to learning is a critical factor in determining the quality of the
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learning outcome (Byrne, Flood and Willis, 2002).

Effecting their career lives and the way they

conduct their daily tasks within their job , By looking at the lack of specially designed ethic modules in
the undergraduate level in Ireland , does not rule out that ethics are embedded within the education
of business students, and does not means that there are no ethical modules taught in 3rd levels in
Ireland , it explore the need of increasing the depth and focus of ethical modules relating that to the
high demand that comes from professional world.
We live in a very challenging world with multi-cultural believes within one society, each day the world
is becoming smaller and smaller thanks to technologies that facilitate the mixture between all colours
of thoughts and minds, with that school of thought each also have their own way of cultural believes in
ethics. In literature, many showed that there is strong correlation between ethics learned from 3rd
level education and the after-college life hence the professional career (Byrne and Flood, 2005),
where businessmen challenge their knowledge by taking serious decisions based on their ethical and
moral integrity, also many pointed that there is an obvious link between what students learn about
ethics and their ethical reasoning levels to the worlds‟ accounting scandals (Russell and Smith, 2003).
to this it appeared that a gap in literature is present and that‟s why an academic need for this research
in Ireland is found which I will be highlighting with my dissertation. To help expand the body of
knowledge that covers the effectiveness of ethics education and its relationship to the ethical
behaviour of businessmen and measures their moral and ethical sensitivity.
It is believed that if ethical education is properly included in depth within the 3rd level education can
have a huge influence on students behaviour during and after their ethical course (O‟Leary, 2009) ,
Firms and companies large and small are recruiting freshly graduated business students and directly
involving them in the firm‟s decision making with little knowledge to their level of ethical integrity and
moral reasoning gained from the education they received while students , this research will show and
explore the importance of ethical sensitivity, supported by number of studies that educators faces a
great challenge to ensure their curriculums are at a sufficient level to prepare their students prior
their careers to the professional world, and that members of professional accounting bodies should
acknowledge the importance of including ethics in every business studies syllabus not only as
integrated within other subjects but also as a standalone modules or even course, and gives it the
focus as any technical skills needed for their students , properly measuring ethical reasoning skills of
students while in their undergraduate levels and monitoring their behaviour on the ongoing journey of
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their professional careers can insure the levels achieved from their education are continuing even
after their courses. With the primary research sampled opinions will be collected from educators,
students both in business and non-business fields and for graduates and undergraduates, also
include national and international firms in Irelands, this could benefit the participants in identifying and
addressing whether the ethical education in Irish universities and business schools are sufficient to
reduce the gap between graduation and pre-career entry in ethical decision making.
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Research question and research objectives
How effective is ethical education for 3rd level business students in equipping them to their future
role? The objective of this dissertation is to examine the effectiveness of ethics education methods
given to the undergraduate business students highlighting the importance of ethics into business ,
ethics education and ethical sensitivity , using the research question as a guide to obtain these
objectives by testing whether business students show different level of ethical sensitivity this will be
done through a survey to measure the ethical sensitivity of participants , drawing a conclusion from a
comparison between business and non-business undergraduate students.
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Literature Review
The importance of ethics in the business world is not a new discovery, with scandals and frauds
reinforce the need of recapping the existing moral and ethical motivation and judgment, this literature
review will first highlight the importance of ethics and attempt to determine the difference of ethics of
business students compared to non-business students, from there will look at the business ethics
education effectiveness current methods in teaching ethics and ethical sensitivity.

Business Ethics and its Importance
The better ethics the more positive economic impact it will bring on the organisation (Joyner and
Payne, 2002), the growing recognition of companies and the public to the notion that good ethics is
good business and measuring profitability is separate to the way a firm preform and follow its strategy,
raising the importance of ethics in relation to corporate social responsibilities (CSR) since ethics is
combined into CSR and makeup a big part of it. While there are a significant debates on the values
and terms of ethics to each organisation, scholars mostly point to the basics of principles of morality
which seen to fall on the stakeholder theory whereas maximising the shareholders wealth so not the
main key to success into business but managing the interest of all who benefit from this business .i.e.
look at the while image and business as a shared benefit to many , this changes the way any
organisation follows its strategy(Sonpar, 2011),

other scholars looked at ethics from more of a

philosophical angle that is much involved in morality, business firms think and take decisions
influenced by its

mangers‟ views and beliefs, when these decisions are subjected to everyday

motivation and viewing of self-interest (Hsieh, 2017).

Business ethics not only concerns corporate world these days, also attract the attention of media and
consumers , according Crane and Matten(2017) There could be number of explanations of why
business ethics became an increasingly important subject to study, is that the power of each business
holds within society , all effect it has on our lives is one part, authors also highlighted that any
malpractice of these business will strongly effect the communities, environments and individuals
throughout understanding business ethics its becomes possible to enhance the human life conditions
by improving business, it is very crucial to comprehend the demand for increasing ethics in business
and understand the challenges it faces, which will help in the other hand to get that balance required
between stakeholders demands and the economic benefit of the firm .
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As human beings, we are judged and made responsible for our own actions, employees in business
organisations takes an extra burden when it comes to the day-to-day tasks holding the burden of
being accounted for the firms‟ behaviours and decisions internally and externally while ethics comes
into place within these tasks to be defined by Peter Stanwick (2016). As “ the value that an individual
uses to interpret whether a particular action considered acceptable” while the authors of the same
book “Understanding business ethics” sees that business ethics is a “ collective values” that
employees adapt form their organisation which can be used to test any acceptable and appropriate
behaviour , this point the direction toward the moral values if this company which consist of the each
moral characters and principles of its

individuals,

Different actions and decisions made in the

organisation mainly influenced by the beliefs and perception of employees rather than the thinking
back to the company‟s code of ethics or moral strategy , which indeed is effected by different factors
such as religion , cultural and personal moral characters.

Supported by large number of studies, religion orientation has a big influence on moral judgment,
where individual‟s right and wrong actions mainly taught from religious attachments, thus forming
along with society and culture the moral character and strength of one‟s person (Stanwick and
Stanwick, 2016). These critical issues are the building blocks of the firm‟s ethical environment where
it seen to be affect the majority of decision made from the firm.

Perspectives on Ethics education and Comparisons of between business students and
non-business students
Although the area of business ethics is very broad, having identified some possible reasons of the
importance of ethics within the organisation, the deficiency of business ethics discipline have been a
major concern for years, despite that business ethics is being taught and discussed in universities and
business schools, ethical failure and questionable activities regarding ethics remains the main worry
of the business world and the public, with the overgrowing fears and questions being asked about
business ethics, more books, novels, websites and media are now dedicated to cover and embrace
the importance of business ethics.

For many years now much concern has

been given to the preparedness of the

entry level of

business graduates proceeding their new jobs, and showed a great gap of what expected of them and
what exact knowledge these students have learned from their studies, coming again to the evidence
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of ethical failure of businesses which has been seen to have a lead toward the failure of business
ethics education in preparing students to a sufficient level of ethical sensitivity and integrity , for
example looking at the importance of ethics for accounting students within the business schools
number of researchers argued that the traditional learning approach in most universities and business
schools are seen to be superficial and does not build the students moral and ethical position to the
required levels(Gray, Bebbington and Mcphail, 1994; Chawla et al., 2015).

Teaching ethics requires a deep trace back to the origins of ethics historically and apply that along
with the why and when and what influence ethics decisions, number of academics like Abend (2013)
studied the beginning of business ethics and observed at the historical development of ethics and
improvement of the academic sectors that covers business ethics. Lack of confident in how ethical are
businessmen by the public did not change , with all the reinforcements of the scandals and frauds
recurring in the business world most people will see that for a businessman to be successful he must
behave unethically , this notion it is also got an influence on the image of business students where
they are seen to be less ethical than fellow students in other fields , large number of students view
business students as they view current businessmen , believing that they will grow into becoming
those employees who will normally behave unethically to get the way of their successful business
(Maruszewska, 2010).

In a study done buy (Cole and Smith, 1996) surveying both business and non-business participants
and closely measured the response to given scenarios to discover that both business senior students
and business people of 5 years minimum experience showed high levels of ethics when responding
to the given measurements, business students showed poorer ethical beliefs than business people,
authors ended their paper by highlighting the existing gap between the typical behaviour and the
ethical behaviour which must be closed by improve ethical standards to change the public perception.
The public view business students being less ethical than their fellow students in other fields using
scandals and frauds from the business world as a sign, holding business people responsible for such
unethical behaviours thus looking business students with the same eyes and the same blame seeing
them growing to become those corrupted business people.

McCabe, Dukerich and Dutton (1991) reported in their study that involved business students and law
students comparing ethical decision of both , noted that in the primary findings which relates to the
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personal integrity, business students showed less ethical choices than law students suggesting that
one possible explanation could be due to the requirements of entry of each profession attracts, also
noted that these results of students of business who have lower scores in the survey does not
suggest that they were with low ethical values, it could have influenced from “ many intervening
variables related to demographics and value orientation”.
The authors of “cheating during the college years: how do business school students compare?”
authors saw that in higher education business students tend to score the highest in cheating during
their study years, conducted aa survey to examine whether a lead in found from the findings that
could suggest an explanation of such unethical behaviours to frauds in business communities around
the world. These students were given a questioner to evaluate their perception of “what considered
cheating” presented with number of statements asking them to choose whether they find them to be
cheating, trivial cheating or not cheating. Researchers of this study investigated business students
attitude toward cheating and found that “business school students in our study do not report cheating
more than students from other professional schools” (p.203). also in their findings students ted to
cheat less in a community environment where teachers more committed and involved in their classes
and care about their students‟ welfare which reflects on students‟ academic honesty suggesting that
educators share their part of academic honesty to help influence the ethical behaviour of students, “
business school students have more lenient attitudes towards what constitutes cheating”(p.204),
suggesting that these students may also carry on with taking less unethical actions if they know the
result may harm them or others.
Ethics classes indeed effect students‟ ethical sensitivity put found that its Marely only directly after
taking an ethics class the level is high, after time and with no continues influence and recapping on
ethics these ethical standards of students will soon drop (Helen A. Klein et al., 2007). The image that
the society have on the business people as well as business students may have a hand into making
them behave unethically or influence the thought of it,

Halbesleben, Anthony ,Wheeler and

Buckley(2005) the authors of a study that involved business ethics education and the pluralistic
ignorance (PI) which is defined by the authors as a “social comparison error” and beliefs of what is to
be correct and acceptable within society , which may suggest that this would leads students to
behave unethically. Students drive their ethical behaviour from what is considered normal within their
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communities, PI may lead these students to think that unethical behaviour of business people occurs
more normally thus they are more commonly thus they are more likely to act accordingly .Authors
created this study in attempt to reduce the PI which they think that will help control and redirect ethics
education to be more effective and longitude, the study surveyed undergraduate business students to
assess their likelihood of engaging in cheating or any other unethical behaviour investigating the PI
effect within the research by dividing the participants into two groups one who took ethics classes to
lower the PI while the other group did not take any extra ethics classes(p.389). the results were found
to show “ethics education program…effectively reduced the self-reported likelihood to commit an
unethical act and decrease PI” (p.393). ethics is a huge area with complexity in the measure, looking
at unethical behaviours of business students versus non-business students might be a possible way
of measurement.

Ethics Education
To determine if business ethics can be taught, in his interview based article De Los Reyes Jr.( 2017)
reviewed the difference between the normative approach versus the behavioural approach in teaching
ethic, defining the normative approach as the ways that influence the use of “perspective evaluation of
alternative courses of action when faced with ethically relevant choices” in the business environment
that involves arguments analysis of a situation and insights, all adapted from the moral theories which
are widely used within the business ethics text books.

In contrast to the normative approach the behavioural ethics that mainly involves explaining a
behaviour with attention given to the understanding of what could influenced it, this approach which
“tend to avoid rather than embrace back-and-front argument” about what is seen to be the right
action. De Choose to adopt either approaches or both?, stand-alone course in ethics or integrated
into other modules? are all choices that keeps scholars of all business sectors searching for the right
answer, De Los Reyes and his fellow authors saw that the answer to these questions not only holds a
business significant but take in a more in depth personal and sociocultural influence, and saw that
teaching both normative and behavioural ethic approach is the most complete answer to these
concerns “students who did not learn this miss out on a fundamental truth about the subject…and
about business in general”(p.333).
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While Barbara A. Ritter (2006) in her paper “Can ethics be trained? A study of ethical decision making
process in business students.” Surveyed seventy-seven undergraduate students quantitively and fiftyseven students qualitatively, dividing them into business students who have been given an additional
ethics course and a group of those who did not, in her study she carried an examination of the effect
of character development during lives of students and ethics training also guided her research under
two hypothesis one of them states that “individuals exposed to training in ethical decision making will
demonstrate more awareness of ethical decision in decision-making process” (p.157). reviewing how
ethics training could be accomplished and what goals of such training must be, whereas surveying
students‟ moral reasoning and awareness took place to find that “ethics training had more the effect
on women than on men “(p.159). concluding her study that teaching ethics goes back to individuals‟
acceptance to be influence and it needs an existing moral character to build in more ethics awareness
into it, also included in her conclusion that women might show to be more willing than men to accept
ethics training and change their ethical strategies and moral values. (p161-162).

In examining the effect of ethics teaching on the moral development of students Desplaces (2007) in
his article{Citation} “ The impact of business education on moral judgment competence: an empirical
study” investigating the impact of ethical codes and ethical cultures of business schools on ethical
beliefs and behaviours of students (p.73), the author examined the likelihood of students recording
any unethical behaviour from other students and the pressure from others not to report such acts to
keep their

acceptancy among their friends, this was linked to the hypothesis authors create to

examine the factors that may course a lowering of moral competence between students.
Furthermore, influence to the fact that student who had been exposed to ethics in classes would show
greater moral competence than those who did not (p.78), but did not provide enough evidence to
conclude whether or not this affect significantly stronger moral reasoning (p.83).

Ethical Sensitivity
In an ethical dilemma the way a person identifies an ethical issue when arise is called ethical
sensitivity and his ability to take ethical judgment regarding this issue is called moral reasoning,
business students may choose to response to such dilemma depending on their ethical and moral
sensitivity, whether to choose to think of profitability and economic benefit or take a moral judgment
(Stichter, 2015), For that professions need to have the ability to recognise an ethical stress at the first
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place in order to decide the right way to response , the recurrent problems that the businessmen may
face is the ambiguity of the ethical issue and the lack of ethical sensitivity to recognise this dilemma
(Martinov-Bennie, 2012).The theory of cognitive moral reasoning by Kohlberg looks at how judgment
are made in a given situation and the reasons behind them, it also shows that the higher the ethical
standards of an individual makes him more able to take higher levels of moral reasoning
(Kohlberg.,1969), by linking this theory to the role of accountant, the higher moral reasoning he has
the more he applies moral judgment to ethical dilemmas than applying technical standards, and less
influenced by clients‟ and managers‟ pressure (Stichter, 2015).
In the study conducted by Chan and Leung (2006) “The effects of accounting students' ethical
reasoning and personal factors on their ethical sensitivity” they defined ethical sensitivity of being the
ability of an individual to identify ethical issue within situation focusing in the paper on three main
areas: ethical development, ethical judgment and ethical education. A survey was carried out on
accounting undergraduate students to test their ethical sensitivity and ethical reasoning and what
effects does personal factors has on it, to discover that individuals vary in their ability to identify
ethical issues, Chan used Ret‟s four component model as a guide to test ethical sensitivity of the
participants which consists of:
1- Moral Sensitivity(MS): “interpreting the situation”
2- Moral Judgment(MJ): “Judging which action is morally right or wrong “
3- Moral Motivation(MM): “Prioritizing moral values relative to other values”
4- Moral Character(MC): “Having courage, persisting, overcoming distractions, in order to carry out
the moral action.” (p.438)

This theory involves individuals who are aware of the different choices of actions available and their
possible effects on others, the study Chan conducted examined factors that influence the ethical
sensitivity of accounting students and how this will affect their ethical development, following number
of hypothesis to support his findings while surveying undergraduate students of Hong Kong
Polytechnic University (PU) and City University of Hong Kong (CU), PU students had a core ethics
course at their final year whereas CU student had only few hours of integrated ethics into their
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accounting subjects, using a self-contained questionnaire to compare ethical sensitivity, reasoning
and orientation of the applicants , showing the finding of “accounting

students

receiving a specific

accounting ethics intervention are more sensitive to ethical issues in a professional scenario”(p.452)
this demonstrate the consequence of core ethics course on the level of sensitivity development.
Another finding from this study exposed that the academic achievement of students did not affect their
ability to recognise ethical isses.ie their ethical sensitivity, also that gender was not dependent on
students‟ ability to recognise any ethical issue in the scenarios provided. This does not tie up with
Rets model (1986) that female are more ethical sensitive which made the thought that firms “need
more female higher rank in the accountancy professions in order to improve its ethical atmosphere”
(p.451).
Furthermore, in the article “incorporating ethical sensitivity in business education” Iqbal and his coauthors viewed the expected benefits of increasing the involvement of ethical sensitivity within the
education of business seeing that the use of Bloom's Taxonomy which comprise ethical sensitivity
and reasoning development by a cognitive learning approach stressing the need of ethical sensitivity
teaching for business student‟s graduates. Bloom's Taxonomy consist of six levels: Education,
Synthesis, Analysing, application, comparison and knowledge.(Gwo-Haur Hwang, Beyin Chen and
Cin-Wei Huang, 2016) Which authors saw that using this tool imbedded within curriculums will help
greatly in refining the student‟s ethical sensitivity and reasoning, “A basic level ethics course will
develop the knowledge and comprehension skills of students…leading to surface learning
only”(p.20), and deeper learning could be achieved by incorporating Bloom‟s Taxonomy that will help
leading business students to become more ethical conscious and professionally responsible.

Current methods used in ethics education
Many Blames was thrown at business schools regarding the way they use in teaching ethics, different
methods chosen to incorporate ethics education into business curriculums , however in “ Can Ethics
be Taught”(Ryan and Bisson, 2011) exploring the difference between teaching ethics through a standalone course to integrating ethics into other modules Ryan and Bisson the authors pointed at that
notion by investigating the reasons behind these unethical activity experienced in schools related to
what teachers give in their classes , that possible have an influence but does not take the full blame of
the unethical behaviours schools lives in, the amount and quality of ethics education is the another
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possible problem or that these ethics classes not being taking seriously by both educators and
students. Stand-alone courses or integrated took a big debate between scholars (Chawla et al.,
2015) believes that stand-alone course is the solution in refining ethical sensitivity of business
students specially those who undertaking accounting studies. Ryan and Bisson noticed when
surveying undergraduates students that about half of the total percentage prefers to study ethics as
separate course and that most ethical dilemmas teaches them the two way process to solve the
issue: identify and choose the correct approach(p.47), on the other hands students who thought that
integrated ethics is the better choice believed that a stand-alone course could possible disconnect
students thoughts from the real life, and to be able to benefit from ethics completely it is best be
integrated and imbedded into all curriculums of business since ethics is important in all business
decision making.
There are mixture of opinion between researchers of whether or not ethics can taught (O‟Leary,
2009), according to Damon Fleming accounting students are not able to transfer their knowledge
across context therefore the traditional method of education approach to ethics education in not
adequate to place a hundred percent trust on it .(Fleming, Romanus and Lightner, 2009), Integrating
ethics within curriculums needs a more specific ethical focus modules or series of modules in order to
achieve that optimum level that a standalone course provides(Bealman.,2013).

Student moral

development is much more complex to be expected to occur naturally, for that examining and
understanding factors that increase the levels of moral activity and ethical reliability helps in a great
way in preparing students to carry a high level of moral judgment (Jackling et al., 2007).
Other new approaches are found as to teach ethics, “A Novel Approach to Business Ethics Education:
Exploring How to Live and Work in the 21st Century” (Michaelson, 2016)authors proposed that
providing students with an ethical novel could not only enhance their ability into refining the ethics
knowledge but also can help business educators in developing better persons, Novels are reflection
on how we live which tend to evoke emotions, sense of self and our sensitivity to others, improving
the state of mind that helps in understanding others interacting socially and empathetically with real
people,

when this is incorporated as ethical novels it can give a strong tool to ethics

education(p.591).

Michaelson believes that involving students into great novel reading can turn
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business students into better business people “By “better,” I mean being more ethically sensitive,
moral professionals.” Also help them in breaking down complex ethical dilemmas.
In his article “Giving voice to values: A new approach to accounting ethics education” Mintz,( 2016)
took a different style in ethics pedagogy whereas shifting the importance pf asking about what is the
right thing to do in an ethical dilemma to more of a behavioural testing method where questions of
“How do we do get the right thing done” is experienced, providing ethical education a practice
approach of learning, getting a growing attention from business schools, the Giving voice to values
(GVV) involves number of assumption with ethical implications that could be used to help students to
identify testable claims about certain unethical activity(Edwards and Kirkham, 2014), GVV is a
reflective technique that can be used by students to “ Go beyond the why of ethical action”(Mintz,
2016)
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Research Methodology
Introduction
This section of the proposal shows the methods that were used to gather and examine information,
using the research onion by Saunders as a guide to choose the appropriate means of data collection
and analysis to reach the desired research design , the research onion consist of many layers that
the researcher need to peel or achieve to get to the core of his data collection and analysis , the first
layer of the research onion talks about research philosophy , followed by a layer of research approach
after that comes research strategy ,choices and time horizon the final or core layer is data collection
and data analysis (Saunders et al, 2008).this show the researchers the correct way to conduct their
primary research data collection and analysis with using the appropriate statistical analysis tools.

Its more than just the way you use to collect your data, its applying a consideration of theories which
underline the methods and you also need to show that by using certain methods you employ the
knowledge to it, research methodologies are activities used to generate data and use its differences
from questioners, interviews and focus groups (Saunders et al, 2008).

The following is the research onion for the dissertation heightening the layers that where be used:
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Research philosophy
“It‟s the development of knowledge and the nature of that knowledge” (Saunders et al, 2008). This is
what will happen while conducting your research it‟s continuing to add to your knowledge within
specific field answering your questions and doubts regarding an issue or problem you are researching
for its answer, this will develop a new knowledge to you. This development will be used in your
research strategy and methods with using your own view as a primary base of the philosophy
(Saunders et al, 2008); Saunders also sees that every researcher starts with flagging a central theme
and data collection way in mind.

The main ways of research philosophy according to Saunders are:

(a) Positivism
(b) Realism
(c) Interpretivism

These three approaches come under Epistemology way of thinking about research philosophies
which looks at knowledge and its resources and what limits knowledge, usually used for scientific
knowledge and methods and assumptions, whereas the other type being Ontology looks at the being
and reality of things, how do we see it and how to understand it from its existing. (Greener, S., 2008)

(a) Positivism: this philosophy uses scientific approach , by using existing theories that can be
later confirmed or reject you hypothesis , it involves highly structural methods and applies
facts more than feelings meaning that when the researcher carries his research he is
independent and have the least impact with the results and participants, this makes this
philosophy very objective as the researcher will be following a scientific nature set of rules to
reach his outcomes (Wilson, J. ,2010), as this study looks at some levels of uncertainty and
cannot be fully objective the philosophy that the dissertation used was not positivism .
(b) Realism: One of the epistemologies that evolve from positivism and Interpretivism, what make
sense to us is the truth, this reality is independent of the human minds and is more likely to be
a result of knowledge raised from everyday social life, agreeing that natural and social
science are not the same, as what comes with Interpretivism also agrees with positivism that
everything has a scientific explanation to it and objective. Realism mainly relates to certain
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fields in research like ethics and mathematics , there is two forms of realism according to
Saunders : direct and critical realism , direct realism is “ what you see is what you get “
means whatever is realised from the what‟s around you reflect the world accurately , whereas
critical realism express that not all what you see is accurate it‟s rather has a different angel
that is not visible to us, this view suggests that researchers must know how to differentiate
between one‟s being and his role in society , by looking at individuals as social actors who
take his or her role in the world by making sense to a certain situation according to his or her
past experience and knowledge (Saunders et al, 2008). This means that social reality is far
more complex to be done only one single route that has a predicted outcome, it starts with
building a theory by understanding what causes these interpretations from individuals and
links it to the world around them for a wider view. In the dissertation, I aimed to investigate
and analyse the relationship between ethics education for undergraduates accounting and the
recurrent financial scandals by testing their levels of moral and ethical sensitivity gained from
their education, this hold some levels of uncertainty to it and involves human minds and
different judgmental approaches, means that this philosophy is not seen to be suitable for this
type of research.
(c) Interpretivism: This leaves us with this research philosophy that which I used for the
dissertation,

Interpretivism focuses on the complexity of human behaviours and sense

making in each situation, in the relation to the dissertation and the subject of effectiveness of
ethics education, the opinion of educators , professions and students both under and post
graduates about this issue, these participants are seen to be the social actors that we
investigated and analysed their opinion and interpretation and found a link that serves our
research . By deciding to Choose Interpretivism as a philosophy of this dissertation means
questions that was asked were more open questions to give the opportunity for participants to
express their opinion in depth.
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Research approach
The second layer of research onion is Research approaches that have two major types: Inductive and
Deductive.

(a) Deductive: this approach starts with a theory and then the researcher develops a research
strategy to test his theory, it focuses on testing according to set of rules and hypothesis that
only can be done through strict methodology, usually conducted by quantitatively (Saunders
et al, 2008), as this study does not start with a set theory thus did not be use this approach,
since this study involved an exploration into perspective, regarding a particular matter with no
practical hypothesis.
(b) Inductive: It start with a specific observation that lead to number of hypothesis (Saunders et
al, 2008), this approach is used mainly qualitatively , where a rigid structural approach with no
other alternative methods is not possible , since companies and businessmen have some
concerns about the level of ethicality levels of gradate business students who are about to
start their jobs , along with the opinion of educators and students themselves this was used to
further analyse their point of view , and when looking at understanding and observations of
these interpreters for this specific issue it is believed that this could then lead to building a
theory that grants our research a stronger yield of valuable information about the issue we are
studying .Inductive research approach is chosen for this study.
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Research strategy
In research strategy, the researcher follows a plan to achieve the desire outcome of his research, it
links the research philosophy and approaches to the data collection methods and data analysis
(Denzin, N. and Lincoln, Y., 2011). looking at the Fig1 the research onion we can see the different
types of strategies explained by Saunders:


Experiment



Survey



Case study



Action research



Grounded theory



Ethnography



Archival research

Choosing a strategy depends on the availability of time and resources accessibility for your research,
this is after identifying your research question and philosophy. (Greener, S.,2008) (Saunders et
al,.2008), the mix approach of questionnaire and interviews was seen to be most appropriate strategy,
surveys used to provide an understanding of the opinion that the participants have which help the
research, survey is used to classify attitude and community believes by testing a sample of this
community.
Choosing between quantitative and qualitative methods was not easy, it‟s merely depends on the
research question philosophy and approach, Quantitative method mostly involves the use of a
questionnaire survey which gives a numerical data which later can be analysis further, whereas the
qualitative methods uses a non-numerical data (words) mostly involves gathering it from interviews
where in depth data can be collected. Although my preference choice of data collection method will at
the beginning was planned to be quantitative as it will give data faster and effectively from wider
sample size, but due to the need of better in-depth data qualitative method was also used to
strengthen the insight of the subject, which brought the research approach to be a mixture of both
methods.
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Time Horizon
Every research has its own unique time horizon , with the given short timeframe involved a crosssectional studies was used rather than a longitudinal studies, the topic involved looking at the
effectiveness of ethics education and 3rd level business students covering snapshot of time hence
cross-sectional time horizon , this tied up with the overall focus of the topic as it also looks into crosssectional comparison between business students and students in other fields without looking into the
changes that might happen in the future .

Data Collection
The primary data collection for this research was achieved by using in semi-structured interviews and
a survey , the survey was circulated to participants electronically via surveymonkey.com, invitations to
take part in the survey was sent by a message that contained a small description of the study along
with the hyperlink to access the survey, this was circulated via emails and social media, the survey
made it easier to collect and compare the gathered data with minimum interpretation, but as this
study required more in depth views and opinions thus interviews took place to insure of the reliability
of the data collected. these semi-structured interviews were conducted by phone and email, after
asking the participants by email and invited them to take part in the study and when their approval
was received they were asked to choose their preferable interview method, because of the distance
barrier some chose email and one chose electronically phone call (skype).

Interviews were performed with three instructors and one postgraduate students in accounting, all
participants were asked number of questions to express their thoughts and experience regarding the
effectiveness of ethical education for third level business students, they were given the chance to
share their different perspectives on the subject and freely state their opinions and knowledges. The
aim of these semi-structured interviews was to focus on particular set of questions with leaving space
for shaping some of these questions according to the participant to aid the flow of the communication.
The questions was started by asking the participants in general terms about the importance of ethics
in business then lead that into a more specific questions about the ethics education and curriculums
and the most effective ways to deliver the knowledge of ethics to business students until achieved the
final question which askes them specifically about their opinion regarding the ethics education for 3rd
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level business students, while the questioner within the survey was more to measure the students
opinion on their level of self-ethics perception and student‟s beliefs about their ethics education.

Sample
This research used both qualitative strategy and quantitative strategy, the population members used
in the qualitative strategy are identifiable, small and reachable, thus no sampling was required for this
method, however, the profile of the respondents can be found in the findings sections bellow with the
detailed interview transcripts can be found in the appendix.

On the other hand, for the quantitative research method a non-probability sampling was found to be
best suitable. The survey used in this dissertation was an online based questioner consisting of 3
main sections after the demographics, surveying business and non-business students for both
undergraduates and postgraduates, all with an equal probability of being selected from the total
population, except for those whom the researcher selected to start the sampling with, it was found to
be a snowball sampling, whereas few participants were identified, reached and asked to share the
survey with others who are students either undergraduates or postgraduates, who also kept the
survey circulating to further more participants, the survey was sent around using a hyperlink that
directs users directly to the survey on one click which made it more convenient. The aim was 80
samples, the total samples tested were 120 samples, at that stage the online survey was closed to
stop any further participation. The data were analysed and grouped into sections according to the
answers and findings, which can be reviewed in the appendix for detailed answers, while findings
were compared in the findings section below.
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Data Analysis
In the qualitative data collection approach data from one of the interviews which was conducted by
skype was recorded on an audio recording device and transcribed into text, after all data were
properly transcribed from this interview and other interviews data was received by email, a set of
themes was created that summaries the key elements from these interviews, a thematic analysis was
chosen as the approach to analyse the data following an inductive process, referring to what
Saunders (2009) described, the inductive approach allows data to be analysed in more of an
individual interpretation rather than a structured uniformity of the deductive approach. In this study,
the data was summarised, themes were formulated from these data and identified the themes which
are most appropriate to use in the analysis, the aim of summarising the data is to create a concept of
flowing: Interview-record data collected- transcript the data -recognise the key themes through the
process of transcription – and finally use these themes as a toll to draw more in-depth findings from
future interviewees. This process is best done immediately after each interview to create this thematic
analysis it requires the researcher to search across the data collected to find repeated themes that
can be used (Saunders et al., 2009)

(Braun and Clarke, 2006) Identified the phases of the thematically analysis involves:

1- familiarising yourself with your data: transcription data, noting linked ideas.
2- Generating initial codes: allows you to collect data relevant to each code.
3- Searching for themes: collect codes into themes, collect data relevant to those themes.
4- Review the themes: check if themes are relevant to each other, create a map.
5- Define and name the themes: generate specific definitions
6- Producing the report: find analysis, reflecting back to research question and literature reviews
finally produce a report with your findings.

The process of the thematic analysis was done after collecting the primary data at the transcribing
stage for the one skype interview, codes was not used in this study but moved directly to grouping
related data into shared themes and look at the similarities and differences , recognise the common
themes and narrow them down by merging them into one main more focused themes, then name
these themes and assigned each question asked in the interviews to the relevant themes, then
further linked and analysed the data to the main research question and literature reviews, by the end
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of this stage a structure themes were created starting from raw data from interviews to the end
product in the analysis.

The data analysis for the survey was done using the tools provided from the same method used to
collect them SurveyMonkey, although there are several quantitative analysing methods and software
that are usually used SurveyMonkey provided number of tools that can produce a summery view ,
individual responses and rules and comparisons which can be applied to view specific

results

enabling the user to choose the preferred category of a certain question as a rule to compare it to the
rest of the results, a comparison of business students Vs non business students was used to
generate more specific data to be used in the discussion , also a filter was applied to look at the
responses regarding to the answer to question number five “ Have you ever had a specific course /
module in ethics while in college ? “which was used to measure the effect of students receiving ethics
classes on their ethical sensitivity to those who did not.

Research Biases
While looking for participants for the primary data collection, the researcher knew two of the
interviewees who initially agreed to take part, which might had a personal favour level into it ,therefore
there was a small level of bias choosing them, however, this bias was contained by the nature of the
interview method, an electronic interview using emails was chosen which allowed the data collection
to have minimal intervention from the researcher, and since it was a comparison of perspective of
participants‟ and their opinions the analysis remined objective and only to examine how to compare
the different view with each other‟s , most questions asked within those interviews were mostly relying
on the opinions, there was no unethical behaviours from the researcher involved in the data collection
stage which needed to be sorted, some small level of bias occurred when developing the themes for
the literature review and objectives, at data collection stage the researcher maintained some of the
themes while adjusting some according to the findings of this study.
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Research Ethics
A researcher carried his research while maintaining high moral standards, keeps his moral principles
between his eyes during the whole research process starting from the idea, proposal, data collect,
data analysis up to the conclusion. Also respecting the rights of the authors, he used their work in his
secondary data collection by citing their work, retinae the privacy of the participants‟ information and
respect their choice if asked to be anonymous. According to Bryman and Bell (2007) ethics holds the
fundamental part of writing a research.” they relate directly to the integrity of a piece of research and
of the disciplines that are involved”. This dissertation involved both quantitative and qualitative
research that dealt with respondents‟‟ personal information and own views, with high integrity and
good ethics the data collected was handed with respect, all participants were informed in advance
with the process their participations will be engaged and how it will be used in the data collection and
analysis , giving them the right to withdraw from the study at any stage without any further explanation
from them, for those who took part in the interview an introductory email was sent to them explaining
the nature of the study and their rights were clearly shown along with a consent letter, they received a
copy of the dissertation after the submission. For the survey the research topic the purpose of the
study and a small introduction was given with the web link to the online survey, private data was
collected while keeping them anonymous, a snowball sampling also took place in the data collection
when participants kept the survey going by sharing it with others, no personal information was taken
during these data collection, all answers and data collected was stored in a password protected
computer, these data will only be used by the researcher in this study for the purpose of the research.
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Limitation
This study was done through non-probability sampling that held some low level of generalisation,
similarly involved interviewing academics, researchers and graduate students, to give a focus of the
study on other participations were excluded and only the opinions collected from the four interviews
were adopted into the analyse. getting to interview participants was challenge due to the distance
issue the data collection for the interviews was merely done through an online based interview
(email), findings were analysed into themes and identified similarities in some findings also some
invalid answers to some questions, however this dissertation did not based its findings on hypothesis
but followed five research objectives which was adopted from the research question excluding any
further diversion or flexibility in the literature review to limited themes, since the study was obtained to
get insight of ethics education effectiveness in third level business students the secondary data
mostly looked at business students, the aim of examining the data collected which was also divided
was to stress on extrapolating them and compare them to the literature themes.
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Findings
Introductions and research objectives
The objective of this section of the dissertation is to answer the main research question “How effective
is ethical education for 3rd level business students in equipping them to their future role “thus findings
are presented discussed and analysed in this chapter according to the main objectives of the
research

R.O. 1: To highlight the importance of business ethics

R.O. 2: To Emphasis the significance of ethical education for third level business students

R.O. 3: To identify the best methods used in ethics teaching

R.O. 4: To measure ethical sensitivity of business students and give the emphasise to its importance

R.O. 5: To identify the link between ethical failure and failure of business

These objectives are used to further identify and measure the findings and link them to the research
question to help conclude the results of this dissertation. The first section of this chapter
demonstrations the findings of the interviews which are labelled according to the main five objectives
and looks into whether these objectives were met or not. while the findings related to the survey
mainly focus on the RO2 and RO3.

Qualitative data collection method: Semi-structured interviews
An outline and discussion will be shown in this section that highlights the key findings of the study
through serious of themes which was discovered within the analysis process of the data collected
from the interviewees, these themes will be discussed in relation to questions asked in the interviews.
Themes consist of: business ethics importance, ethics Education importance, current methods used
in ethics education, ethical sensitivity, ethical failure and failure of business
recommendations.
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and ethical education

Respondent’s profile
a total of 7 academics and researchers were contacted along with one post graduate student, all in
the area of business and education, after receiving the agreement of participant from three educators
and one students these findings were analysed into themes, this was done mainly by the means of
electronic interviews using emails and electronic audio call using Skype. The reason behind choosing
academics, researchers and graduate students is to explore their insight and opinions on business
ethics education along according to their real-life experience in this matter to gain in depth
explanation of some concerns risen after conducting the survey. the following are the details of the
participants within this data collection arranged in a table:

Participant

Name

1

Abdulaziz Abul

Profession

Assistance professor in the American University in Kuwait,
PHD in curriculum instruction, Education

Team leader / Instructor – Accounting program
2

Shaikhah Al-Baghli
American College of Middle East – Kuwait
Anonymous

3

Professor of Financial Ethics
Participant (P3)
Post graduate Student/London College of Accountancy

4

Irfaan Jehangur
(Mauritius campus)
Table 1
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Themes and Findings
Theme one: Business Ethics importance
According to the Stanwick (2016) in their book ( understanding Business Ethics ) they defined
business ethics as “ having many shades of grey rather than being black or white “ meaning that there
might be different approaches to one situation where an individual needs to be open and able to
choose which shade suits best rather than having only a right or wrong solution, when individuals
within a cooperate organisation put under a test to identify the direction they should take and how
would they adjust their moral compasses, some will do whatever it takes to win, even if what they will
do includes unethical discussions, following the idea of “ the end rather than the mean “ approach as
long as it will take them to win their goal trophy .
Each individual‟s ethical believes in the company has a great influence on the company‟s ethical
atmosphere, decision makers are always vulnerable to pressure from their surroundings. Irfaan
Jehangur described the importance of ethics in business:
“I believe that it is something to promote at an early level in each society “is what will help individuals
to have a guide to take the right ethical decision as this can influence the ethical structure of the
company internally, which will need to be promoted earlier in the formation of the business structure
and that‟s done within the society to avoid the difficulties in applying it later when there will be no
place for flexibility within the company‟s structure.
” Promoting business ethics at an early level in the society could help the individuals to develop very
strong character that will make him avoid unethical companies while guiding him to making ethical
decision in the organisation he works.”

Every society recognise many rules to be followed and any encroachment to these rules is considered
morally wrong and an offense, also the duty not to lie and other unwritten moral rules is what helps
the society to function smoothly, all people even within corporate environments has some sort of
ethical dimensions that they strongly believe in and follow, that indeed has influence on their day to
day business decision making. no matter how well organisations set and follow their framework there
are always some level of influence from individual‟s moral believes on the way business are done ,
when a company conducts an un legal action it is recognised in law as a person who when
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prosecuted will also takes in all its employees and decision makers with it , this brings us again to the
fact that individual ethical actions and decisions builds the company‟s ethical atmosphere “person
who comes to work each day for an organisation , does not leave ethical concerns at the
doorstep”(Morrison, J, 2015). Firms structure is built by its individuals also firms perception of ethics
influenced from its individuals believes of ethics this point is highlighted by Shaikhah Al-Baghli:
“Business ethics are the policies and guidelines all business and business people must develop and
practice. There has been many cases of fraud and scandals due to misrepresentations of information,
not being completely faithful, conflict of interest and many more. That is why, it is very important for
one to create ethical behaviour and implement the best practices of business ethics towards
environment and others”. Therefore, each individual must know where to stand within their firm in
relation to ethics, understand the importance of it in everyday tasks and be able to point at their own
ethical

values

with

clear
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and

strong

stands.

Theme Two: Ethics Education

Scholars argues regarding this matter, some have faith in the ability of ethics education to reshape
and change one‟s believes in moral and ethics , others stand with the fact that ethics education is a
waste of time and is a subject which cannot be taught “no amount of ethics training will improve
illegal and unethical behaviour.”(Grusd, 2007), business ethics educated in universities and colleges
gives a good perspective to students , build their ground in morality and provide them with deeper
insight into their moral character and

ethical judgment, it‟s a personal choice and an individual

decision , when talking about before taking this choice or at the stage of making it , ethics education
can influence one‟s approach in a dilemma to some level , the importance of ethic teaching has a lot
of controversy around it as mentioned in the literature reviews, to have a closer look at the effect of
ethics education and its importance for future business men and leaders we must investigate into the
impact of it on those individuals, who will walk their way into business world and leave a footprint on
their communities and societies, in the interview we reviewed the opinion of the participant regarding
this matter Dr. Abul
“I think it‟s extremely important, because at some point they are going to be practising and they are
going to need to apply what they have learned, its more practise than is theory, so in theory you can
teach them but its more practising it, they have to be put in that situation where they can apply the
ethics that have learned. “

While Al-Baghli sees that to be a successful future business leader one must implement and
encourage business ethics by introducing ethics more into teaching and
“reinforce the concepts and practices of business ethics to future business leaders.”

From a postgraduate point of view Jehangur looks into it from an angle of prevention is better than
cure when he shared his view in this matter saying:
“It is a must in today‟s world because of the following: to prevent conflict of interest between the
Directors and the company/stakeholders. to build a world where everybody gets what he deserves,
that is, there is no cutting corners or riding on the back of others to gain an unfair advantage.”
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Teaching ethics and implementing it goes together , education alone is not enough what is needed is
continues development and retouching on what was educated , also monitoring the compliance to
the code of ethics is key , these approaches within the corporate environment may not be a one step
process or easy plan to adapt, but following some or all indeed will have its influence on the ethical
atmosphere of the firm, it is hard to say that ethics can be taught along with compliance The (P3)
participants stated on the this notion:
“Yes, you can teach them, to some extent, how to be ethical; but you can‟t force them to be ethical.”

And he also commented on the importance of ethics education for business students saying:
“Important. There‟s more space for ethics in business that people sometimes imagine. “

Therefore the controversy of ethics education is around and believed to be a strong area of debates,
In “Can ethics can be taught “(Ryan and Bisson, 2011) the authors concluded the importance of
ethics education but could not really come to know an answer to their question , personal believes ,
culture and religion has its effects on ethics for an individual , while other scholars see that ethics
education has little impact on an individual behaviour it is most likely because ethical relatively
determined by much boarder factors one can be the sociocultural effects of the firms
culture(Alexandre Ardichvili et al., 2009)
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Theme Three: Current Methods used in ethics education
Instructors and most students choose to walk on the edge of a fine line, only learning what is
necessary to pass an assignment, get the right answer in the exam without having to interfere with
their real believes about a certain issue, for that little deep learning is obtained from ethics classes
and mostly seen as prospective, boring and philosophical subject, where students do not really get
why certain action was done in a case study but only how and what to be done. Questioning current
methods used to teach ethics is in its place going by Mohamed Saat and Gordon Woodbine
philosophy (2012) that teaching ethics is hopeless , scholars argues with this philosophy, refining
back to Ret‟s theory that ethical judgment can be enriched by the exposure to experience, with this
conception Dr. Abul expressed the way to improve quality if ethical education provided to students is
by practical training and internship , as when they intern they put what they have learned into action
and “when they intern they need to intern in companies that have high ethics in t heir business” so
that if they get influenced by their surrounding they would benefit from the experience.

Agreeing with that Al-Baghli comes to the same point:
“I believe that learning by doing is the most effective teaching technique. For that reason, if you want
your students to learn ethics, put them in situations where they have to analyse a situation and reach
a conclusion that is based on ethics and moral behaviour.”

Therefore, adopting new ways to deliver the knowledge of ethics education can strengthened and
enhanced by using more innovative approaches, introducing business students to talk and live
scenarios can be one approach as well as engaging them into training courses that allows them to
see how socialising and intervention with the environment are significant in influencing their moral
reasoning (Mohamed Saat et al., 2012) Al-Baghli seems to share this view by stating:
“ethical education can be improved by providing special sessions on ethical education and behaviour.
They can also attend sessions where successful businessmen and entrepreneurs can talk about their
journey”

From student point view Jehangur argues that guidance given to students within ethics classes are
enough: “They do not need to be improved to become righter or more wrong. This guidance is enough
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on their own, and once students receive them, they can use them as a means to navigate their life.
What matters is how they apply what they have taught and in which company they landed.”

That touches on the personal judgment and moral reasoning, it is thought to be merely a choice that
oneself takes which in many situations outer factors can have an influence on it but not necessarily
can make that choice for them, while these were very valid points and views on the important of
ethical education, P3 answered the same question about the ways to improve ethics education given
to undergraduate business students with:
” More of it, properly designed into the curriculum, with compulsory elements to include both explicit
coverage (to provide tools etc) and integration into other modules, plus specialist option(s) for those
who want to take things further.”

This view takes us to the question of debate which is still going about whether ethics is best given
within particular disciplines or is needed to be presented in a standalone course that is seen from
many researches to increase student‟s exposure to ethical perception and decision making (Julie A.
B. Cagle and Melissa S. Baucus, 2006), asking the interviewees about this same concept, P3 stated:
” Probably integration, if forced to make a choice – but it depends how well it‟s done, which might be
limited if there hasn‟t been some previous standalone material, which as a complete module or as
part of one. I think this was the conclusion reached by Diana Robertson and the late Tom Dunfee
back in the 1980s.”

The debate of build to purpose standalone course in ethics within business schools is the challenge,
providing the correct ethics tools and make awareness of the ethical theories and how to implement it
that best benefits the business is what is looked-for (Chawla et al., 2015), Dr. Abul viewed this point
by suggesting to initially start with standalone course and then integrate ethics classes into different
classes, when he was asked if he thinks that students who were exposed to ethical classes are more
ethically aware than those who did not, he answered:
“I will not be able to tell, I have no studies to prove that, but I would think it would add strength to the
students trying to apply ethics themselves plus this one again goes back to the same person, a
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person can read a lot about ethics but at the end of the day not apply any of it, so it‟s sometimes
personal.”

These are different sentiments from different participants, going to the students view Jehangur agrees
on a standalone course he sees the benefit of learning and the growing importance:
” I believe that standalone is better because integrated classes allow a student to avoid part of the
program which he does not like, for example, not attempting a question on ethics. Knowing its
growing importance, it is vital for all students to know about ethics.”

Sharing a similar view with AL-Baghli:
” I believe standalone modules on ethics are required and will be more effective to students. This is
very important because, specially nowadays, young people are exposed to a lot of things that can
affect their interpretations and analysis. This doesn‟t mean that it cannot be reinforced in the regular
classes with referring to examples that are related to the material.”

As outlined previously in the literature review business schools started to increase standalone
courses in ethics but challenging the methods of delivery of these courses achieving the learning
outcomes of a certain course and what most business schools acknowledge that greater emphasis
needed on ethics education which partly brings us to our research question How effective is ethical
education for third level business students in equipping them?
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Theme Four: Ethical sensitivity
Either by following Kohlberg theory of moral reasoning in its 6 stages or Ret‟s ethical decision making
model, all comes to the conclusion that a person‟s ethical sensitivity could be influenced and effected
by external factors , education and training takes a huge part of it , as already discussed in the
literature review that students receiving ethical education has shown to be more ethical sensitive and
whether or not education control all of the sensitivity a person could developed (Dellaportas et al.,
2006) when introduced a question to the participants about what do they think might strengthen
students ethical sensitivity a very interesting mixture of opinion was received , Jehangur sees the way
to empower it can take two lanes, firstly by using the leading subjects and promote ethics within them
to maximise its importance and always link them to what they practice in their future careers ,
secondly what happened outside of the university is also key :
“the most important aspect is outside the university because the more the economy is slowing down,
the less students will care about ethics or making them less sensitive”

turning his answer to a very interesting angle

by highlighting the importance of legislation helping

ethical sensitivity “The more punitive is the legislation is against unethical actions, the more sensitive
it will make students to ethics. It is a matter about those who govern rather than as an educational
level.”

Many researchers proposed a weak relationship between the four components of RETs model: Moral
Judgment, Moral Sensitivity, Moral Character ( behaviour ) and Moral Motivation , but in the study
conducted by Jagger (2011) when doing two test ethical sensitivity by TESS and moral judgment
using DIT test by RETs it concluded that students with low ethical sensitivity may struggle with their
ethical judgment , for that educational methods that focuses on improving and empowering ethical
sensitivity shown to be more effective in influencing moral judgment than those that do not.
P3 shared what came into his mind regarding the matter of improving student‟s ethical sensitivity by
stating: “a) Show how their mainstream subjects contain normative assumptions – and inconsistent
ones at that. b) Real-life examples and case studies, c) Encouragement of reflection.”
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He sees that involving students in real life case studies and make them test their level of sensitivity
and moral judgment is the main method, while Dr. Abul sees that not only by teaching them how to do
what and when but also being in a real-life experience:
“I think by going through a non-ethical experience, let them became a victim of unethical experience,
then they will know what it is, for example how I teach about racism is to be racist against.”

This interesting view point show the importance in terms of exposing students to ethical dilemmas and
link what they have learned from their surroundings to come with strength of sensitivity in ethics and
moral judgement, culture can take a significant impact in the shaping of ethics, back to the give the
question in number of researches whether ethics can be taught or can be does everyone grow up
with a certain ethical considerations ? , researchers such as Mullane (2009) encourages employees
to be trained prior to starting their jobs.

Al-Baghli discuss the importance of environment influence such as team work could have an effect
“When students learn to work in a team, accept other people‟s opinions and differences and be
sensitive to their emotions, they would build a character that is ethical, decent and cares for others.
Also, students can get involved in workshops in which they have to analyse a situation where is
requires them to solve a problem by being ethical.”

The importance of this area cannot be narrowed down to a certain level or specific time period ,
ethical sensitivity can be enhanced and sustained from everyday life , researchers believes that there
is no different in the business and non-business ethics , every person pick up ethics values since in
childhood and continue using them every day(Grusd, 2007) ,

what is taught at universities and

colleges is agreed to effect the students personal and professional ethical judgment which some
parts of these values

are carried from classes into the professional life , when presented the

participants with a question asking if they think they used their knowledge from their ethics classes at
a dilemma they have faced at work Al-Baghli said : “Of course, almost every day. As an instructor, I
always explain the importance of ethical and moral behaviour. For example, I was taught that
plagiarism or using someone else‟s work as if it was yours is considered a crime and I always teach
this to my students.”
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Where DR. Abul as an instructor sees everyday has a different challenge to identify the ethical
dilemma at first place and what is the best suitable moral judgment even when it comes to simple
things such as grading “I would know the student know the correct answer but for some reason wrote
the wrong answer, so here is a dilemma what do I do, Do I give them grades based on what‟s in their
exam or how I know the students, then I have to make a call and decide what to do”

In a study done by Nadaraja and Mustapha (2017) testing the sensitivity of accounting students from
the prospective of a class, they saw that although the students had their course on ethics , they will
still face a challenge to test their knowledge of ethical sensitivity in their working environment and
while in training , depending on the environment they will be working in some degree of this working
environment may interfere with their ethical motivation and sensitivity , it can likewise put pressure on
trainees decisions . Nadaraja sees it is the education‟s burden to step in and stress the importance of
ethical values and what to do in such situations, the participant Jehangur discuss this point in his
answer: “In a company where I worked before, a client wanted us to account twice a VAT invoice
which to increase its purchase for a quarter, so as to making it receive a refund from the tax authority.
From the education which I had, I could not do it and have to refuse the client. However, if my
manager had ordered me to do it, I would have done it else my job would be at risk. So, it depends on
the company you work for and the culture in it.”
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Theme Five: Ethical failure and failure of business
Julie A. B. Cagle and Melissa S. Baucus (2006) noted that scholars argued that what is embedded
within the typical business pedagogy may take students to the thought of being successful in business
one must take unethical actions, in the other hand educators strongly believes that ethics teaching
stress that shareholders wealth maximization cannot be achieved unless ethical behaviour took place.
when talking about ethical failure and collapse of large corporations some of that was found to be
due to failure in methods rather than failure in judgments or lack of attention, even these negligence
episodes are thought to have some ethical dimensions to it and seen to hold the responsibilities to the
businessmen who took these decisions also some pointed the finger at ethics education to take the
blame, since Enron and WorldCom, instructors called for an increase of the ethics education in all
business curriculums and put more pressure on certain programs like accounting and was seen that
by doing this it can help build back some of the public trust that have been lost due to these
corruptions (Jackling et al., 2007).

Giving by this school of thought a question was asked to the participants about their view on the
failure of business and ethics education, Jehangur stressed that no matter how well you prepare
students it is always going to bounce back to their personal views and decision “I personally do not
believe that there is a link. Ethical education is about the guidance it provides. Applying it rest solely
with the director running the company. Ethical education does its job through the guidance it provides,
but if the director throws it behind his back, it will simply be fruitless. The failure of businesses is more
concerned with the nature of those running it. Ethical education, however good it might be, cannot
necessarily change the nature of an individual.”

Students viewpoint of ethics importance was greatly affected by corporate ethics scandals and slightly
changed their thought about it , it was found that there was a positive impact in students views after
conducting an in depth case study regarding the after effect of these scandals on students thoughts ,
the results suggest that third level education undeniably influence students ethical perception and
make them less tolerant of questionable behaviours (Julie A. B. Cagle and Melissa S. Baucus, 2006).
Furthermore Al-Baghli commented on this: “In my opinion, if one was not educated based on ethics
and moral, they will misuse their position regardless if it was a managerial position or a normal
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employee. This will of course lead to business failure. There have been many cases in the world of
business where the lack of business ethics has affected business and economies negatively.”
Similar view from P3 “Ethical failure? Always going to happen. The focus of mainstream management
education probably doesn‟t help, though; and more, and more effective, ethics education might help.”
While Dr. Abul has a different view to this matter: “I don‟t think its linked to their education I think
ethics is something that is separate” he also mentioned “it has nothing to do with education its more
about practise and more about what the person want to do “.
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Theme six: Ethical Education Recommendations
This is a sub theme which seen to be consistent with the ethical education, here the participants
discussed their view on ethics curriculums for third level business education, when DR. Abul was
asked about how does he feels about the currents curriculums being taught to business students “I
think the ethics curriculums should be taught from first year , it should be practised , especially if we
are going to talk about our region the middle east for example , talking about Kuwait , it should be
taught from first grade because most of the corruption going in the country is from non-educated
people , I don‟t have statistics and I can‟t back this up but I am just assuming it‟s from non-educated
people that costumes and traditions has its influence , or its from people who haven‟t really practised
it .”

One of the interview questions asked the participants if they had any influence on the creation of
ethics curriculums as an instructor P3 shared: “I designed and taught an honours-level undergraduate
module (first 10 credits out of 120 in the year, later 20 credits) entitled “Business Ethics”. I last taught
it in 2007-08, at which point I became Dean.” “I perhaps could have done more as Dean (2008-16),
but at least I took us into PRiME and initiated a curriculum review, which will be useful as we pursue
AACSB accreditation.”

He also noted that for future leaders when thinking of ethics, they need to always think of it from a
broader angle and think what they have learned from their studies and use that when making
decisions “Think! Be aware (N.B the first stage of Rest‟s model of ethical decision-making), It‟s not
just a matter of opinion. There are good – and bad – arguments to be made. Try the following test:
imagine telling your spouse, parents, priest or some other significant other about your action, or
seeing it in the press. Now how do you feel about it”.
Al-Baghli also pointed to the importance of ethics curriculums and her influence on them “I keep
highlighting the importance of both personal and business ethics to my students. I believe there
should be more emphasis on ethical behaviour and business morals within curriculums. As for me
help creating ethical curriculums, I always tend to include business ethics topics and ethical case
studies to my accounting students as part of their assessments. In this way, I can view their
perception and interpretation of the topic which they also find interesting”.
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Quantitative data collection method: Survey
This section outlines the findings from the survey done in aid to meet the RO2 and RO3 of this study,
an online based questionnaire was obtained to gather the data, consist of four main section outlined
below:

Section 1: Demographics

Section 2: Students beliefs about their self-ethics and education
Section 3: Factors influencing student‟s ethical sensitivity

Section 4: Attitudes Towards Business Ethics Questionnaire (ATBEQ)
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Section 1: Demographics
Demographics

Figure 2

The above pie charts contain the demographics of the 120 respondents, further divided into gender,
major in college, age and education degree. the results show that most respondents are females
making 71.67% of the total with males giving only a 28.33%. Majority of the participants are
postgraduates with 52.50 % with small difference of 6 participants compared to the undergraduate
respondents that gave 47.50%, the large number of students were contributed by non-business
majors 58.33% with a difference of 20 students to the business student‟s participants 41.67%.

Analysing these results further a rule has been applied to divide results according to major helped to
identify ethical sensitivity and ethics education influence of business students Vs non-business
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students a full detailed analysis can be found in Appendix. This is done by measuring the responses
of business and non-business students to each section of the survey which is shown below with the
use of each section as a heading.

Section 2: Students beliefs about their self-ethics and education
Shown in this section a measurement of student‟s ethics education opinions of themselves based on
the survey results that can be found in Appendix, respondents were given a total of six questions to
assist their educational ethics stage, number of classes, integrated or standalone major class and
what methods were used to deliver the ethics teaching to students. Whereas, at the end of this
section participants were asked about their general opinion regarding the effectiveness of the ethics
educations they have received.

Section 3: Factors influencing student’s ethical sensitivity
This section is further divided into three measurements, moral character, moral sensitivity and moral
judgment of the students, according to Chan (2006) moral characters are those personalities that are
consist of ego strength, courage, perseverance toughness and strength of conviction that are
essential to take the right action. while moral sensitivity as mentioned in the literature review and
according to Chan its refers to self-awareness of how one‟s actions affect others, whereas moral
judgment is judging which action is morally right or wrong. This part of the questionnaire was adapted
from Sajid Nazir and Shakeel Aslam (2010) in the attempt to investigate the ethical sensitivity through
measurement of academic dishonesty.

Moral Character: questions 12,13 and 14

Question

Business
students

12
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

0

7.32

36.59

46.59

9.76

0

3

15

19

4

0

1.96

31.37

49.02

17.64

0

1

16

25

9
Table 2
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Question

Business
students

13
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

0

4.88

9.76

19.51

65.85

0

2

4

8

27

0

1.96

3.92

35.29

58.82

0

1

2

18

30
Table 3

Question

Business
students

14
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

7.32

9.76

34.15

39.02

9.76

3

4

14

16

4

1.96

7.84

31.37

35.29

23.52

1

4

16

18

12
Table 4

Business students: responses to Q12 shows that 7.32% of the total 41 participants answered
“usually”, nil in “always” while the majority 47.83% “rarely” been late to class followed by 14.13%
answered “never”. On the other hand, in Q13, 4.88% students “usually” sleep in class, but majority
“never” did making 65.85% of the total 41 business students. looking at the results for the third
question of this section Q14 the highest percent was received for students who “rarely” talked in class
39.02% with equal score for “usually” and “never” of 9.76% and small difference to always 7.32%
Non-Business students: for Q12 results shows the highest score of 49.02% answered “rarely “of the
total 51 respondents, the lowest score goes to “usually” with 1.96%, looking at the results for Q13 for
students who sleeps in class the highest percent was found in “never” 58.82% and “rarely” 35.29%
sleeps inn class while only 1.96% did, finally for Q14 ,talking in class the data collected shows the
majority of students 35.29% “rarely” and “sometimes”31.37% talked in class while results of 1.96% ,
7.84% and 23.52% given for “always”, “usually” and “never” respectively.
Looking at the data above only small difference between both business and non-business students
who shows unethical moral characters comparing the results according to the number of responses in
each division, on average for the three questions only 9.75% of business students showed unethical
characters compared to the total, and 5.88% of non-business students shows unethical characters.
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Moral Sensitivity questions 15,16,17 and 18

Question

Business
students

15
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

0

4.88

12.20

12.20

70.73

0

2

5

5

29

0

0

3.92

15.68

80.39

0

0

2

8

41
Table 5

Question

Business
students

16
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

0

9.76

17.07

17.07

56.10

0

4

7

7

23

3.92

3.92

3.92

31.37

56.86

2

2

2

16

29
Table 6

Question

Business
students

17
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

0

7.32

12.20

7.32

73.17

0

3

5

3

30

1.96

5.88

7.84

7.84

76.47

1

3

4

4
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Table 7

Question

Business
students

18
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

0

2.44

4.88

24.39

68.29

0

1

2

10

28

0

1.96

3.92

17.64

76.47

0

1

2

9

39
Table 8

Business students: Q15 bringing unauthorised item to the exam only 4.88% “usually” did, majority
answered 70.73% “never”. beside in Q16 results shows 9.76% “usually” helped others to copy their
exam with equal percent achieved in “sometimes” and “rarely” with 17.07% giving the majority to
“never” with 56.10% and nil in “always”. Business students who helped others in their assignment and
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being paid in Q17 shows equal result of 7.32% in “usually” and “rarely” while majority 73.17%
answered “never”, and 12.20% “sometimes” with nil in “always”. Last question in this section Q18 that
asks participants if they pay others to do their assignment or projects the highest percent was seen to
fall into “never” with 68.29% followed with 24.39% “rarely” did, whereas 2.44% and 4.88% “usually”
and “sometimes” did paid others to do their assignment or project.
Non-Business students: Q15, majority of 80.39% “never” brought unauthorised item to an exam with
nil answers in “always” and” usually”, in Q16 results shows 56.86% “never” helped others to copy their
exam with equal percent achieved in “always”, “usually” and sometimes with 3.92 %, and 31.37%
“rarely” did. in Q17 shows equal result of 7.84% in “sometimes” and “rarely” while majority 76.47%
answered “never”, and 5.88% “usually” and 1.96% in “always”. Last question in this section Q18 the
highest percent was seen to fall into “never” with 76.47% followed with 17.64% “rarely” did paid others
to do their assignment or project, whereas 3.92 % and 1.96% “sometimes” and “usually” did paid
others to do their assignment or project and nil in “always”.
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Moral Judgment questions 19,20 and 21

Question

Business
students

19
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

2.44

2.44

12.20

24.39

58.34

1

1

5

10

24

1.96

1.96

15.86

15.86

64.70

1

1

8

8

33
Table 9

Question

Business
students

20
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

0

2.44

9.76

19.51

68.29

0

1

4

8

28

1.96

0

3.92

29.41

64.70

1

0

4

8

28
Table 10

Question

Business
students

21
Nonbusiness
students

Percentage
No. of
respondents
Percentage
No. of
respondents

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

0

2.44

4.88

24.39

68.29

0

1

2

10

28

0

1.96

3.92

17.64

76.47

0

1

2

9

39
Table 11

Business students: responses to Q19 shows that 2.44% equally represents students who “always”
and “usually” asks others to sign their attendance for them, majority answers with 58.34% “never
“followed by 24.39% in “rarely” and 12.20% “sometimes”. In Q20 students who plagiarised other work
68.29% answered “never” making the highest score followed by 19.51% “rarely”, 9.76% “sometimes”,
2.44% “usually” and nil in “always”. whereas in the final question in this section Q21 that asks if any
student submitted other‟s work as their own equal results in “usually” and “sometimes” of 4.88%,
2.44% in “rarely” and the highest “never” did with 87.80% leaving “always” with nil.
Non-Business students: responses to Q19 shows equal results for “always” and “usually” of 1.96%
also equal results in “sometimes” and “rarely” with 15.68% leaving the highest to “never” with 64.70%.
In Q20 students who plagiarised other work 6.70% answered “never” making the highest score
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followed by 29.41% “rarely”, 3.92% “sometimes”, 1.96% “always” and nil in “usually”. whereas in the
final question in this section Q21 equal results in “usually” and “sometimes” of nil, 1.96% in “always”
and the highest “never” did with 90.19% leaving “sometimes” with 7.84%.
Looking at the data above only small difference between both business and non-business students
who shows unethical moral characters comparing the results according to the number of responses in
each division, on average for the three sections only 9.75% of business students showed unethical
characters compared to the total, and 5.88% of non-business students shows unethical characters.
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Section 4: Attitudes Towards Business Ethics Questionnaire (ATBEQ)
This part of the questioner adapted the used of ATBEQ tool which is originally discovered by
Neumann and Reichel (1987) The development of attitudes toward business ethics questionnaire
(ATBEQ): Concepts, dimension s, and relations to work values. Working Paper, Department of
Industrial Engineering and Management, Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Israel. And
implemented by many others like Pham (2015) and Bageac (2011) in their studies of student‟s
approach toward ethics and ethics education, a total of ten questions where used from the original
ATBEQ test in this section of the survey. following the answers used five-point Likert rating scale.
Total of 90 responses was achieved in this section of the survey being 40 of them are business
students and 50 non-business students.

Non-Business

Business

Question
Answer

Responses

Number of

Answer

Responses

Number of

Choice

in %

responses

Choice

in %

responses

14%

7

12.50%

5

36%
26%
24%

18
13
12

37.50%
22.50%
10%

15
9
4

0

0

17.50%

7

18%

9

10%

4

28%
22%
20%

14
11
10

22.5%
27.5%
25%

49
11
10

12%

6

15%

6

12%

6

2.5%

1

0
20%
54%

0
10
27

7.5%
12.5%
62.5%

3
5
25

14%

7

15%

6

8%

4

15%

6

48%
28%
10%

24
14
5

37.5%
17.5%
25%

15
7
10

6%

3

5%

2

24%

12

15%

6

46%
20%

23
10

47.5%
15%

19
6

No.

Q. 22

Q. 23

Q.24

Q. 25

Q. 26

Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
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Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure

Q. 27

Q. 28

Q. 29

Q.30

Q. 31

Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree

8%

4

2%

1

6%

3

10%
28%
48%

5
14
24

8%

4

28%

14

26%
22%
24%

13
11
12

0%

0

20%

10

28%
18%
28%

14
9
14

6%

3

20%

10

34%
12%
32%

17
6
16

2%

1

8%

4

16%
28%
38%

8
14
19

10%

5

Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
Not sure
Agree
Strongly
agree

15%

6

7.5%

3

5%

2

22.5%
35%
20%

9
14
8

17.5%

7

32.5%

13

27.5%
22.5%
12.5%

11
9
5

5%

2

12.5%

5

32.5%
22.5%
30%

13
9
12

2.5%

1

20%

8

45%
10%
25%

18
4
10

0

0

0

0

2.5%
27.5%
57.5%

1
11
23

12.5%

5
Table 12
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Discussion and Conclusion
The role of education is important in shaping the ethical tenor of students, therefore the great effect it
has on how students perceive and develop their level of ethical character and overall ethical
sensitivity is important to measure and monitor, in this dissertation the researcher sought to examine
the perspective on ethics education for business student in the third level, viewing academic
researches and opinions of educators and students, also wanted to make a comparison of the level of
ethics sensitivity and ethical judgments of business students while compering them to other students
in other professions focusing on the ethics education in his research and its effect on the level of
ethics on students. Based on the nature of the study a need to create themes when analysing the
data was found to helped in providing an insight into research question asked and to meet the
research objectives, some level of bias was seen when analysing and collecting the data due to the
personal relationship with one of the interviewees, this was controlled by sending the interview
question by email with small intervention from the researcher or influence the answers of this
interviewee, initial themes were created and guided by what the researcher thought the results must
be, discovering after the secondary data in literate review was obtained along with the primary data
from interviews and surveys that different opinions and views were found supported by academic
publications and text books , in light to that the researcher adjusted the themes and created them
according to the data collected and findings, the research ethics helped to restore this matter by the
establishment of universalism and situation ethics.

Through the findings themes of the qualitative research: Business Ethics importance, Ethics
Education, Current Methods used in ethics education, Ethical sensitivity, Ethical failure and failure of
business and Ethical Education Recommendations, interviewees showed awareness of ethical
consideration also recognized the role of ethics education plays in preparing students to their future
role in business. Through exploring their beliefs and thoughts participants emphasized

in their

answers the major concerns about ethics education and the role it holds their reviews ties up with
literature and arguments presented between scholars regarding many aspects of ethics education
and how it should be a continues learning process that does not stop at the graduation of students ,
recapping on the influence of many factors other than the education than could have turned the
ethical sensitivity of students to the other side, in this dissertation the different approaches of teaching
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ethics were discussed and reviewed according to the literature and views of the interviewees,
concluding that there are many approaches that could enhance the already existing ethical sensitivity
of students but could not be forced to comply with, different opinions concerning methods of teaching
ethics ties with the ongoing debates by researchers of whether a standalone course or integrated
ethics into curriculums should be used in the education, each interviewee expressed different opinion
around this matter some saw that starting with a standalone course of ethics to build a strong base
into students‟ knowledge then keep embedding more ethics into other subjects to emphasis its great
importance and show that its needed and crucial in every area, some participants also suggested to
start as early as possible even in the first primary years of school and integrate some simple ethics
into subject given to younger students ,this will insure an ongoing learning and development of ethics
which could even made to be built into the formation of the students‟ personals.
In terms if the theme of ethics education, at this stage we can say that teaching student‟s ethics in
one thing but making them ethical is something else, compliance cannot be forced it‟s just a rule while
ethics is something far more complex and comes in many different ways, teaching ethics merely done
by case studies and guided rules to be followed and its effectiveness and compliance is of great
importance and its law versus morals, related yes but cannot be mixed. Ethics is not a standalone
concept nor its convenient religious or social belief. While raising ethical sensitivity is an enormous
challenge to contain, measuring the level of it and trigger the weakest areas could help in enhancing
the confidence of the required ethical sensitivity levels.

Through the data collection from the

interviews the participants shared their thoughts of how ethical sensitivity of students could be
enhanced suggesting real life examples and case studies and training to put what is given in classes
into practice. While new tools keep coming into the education world, in the literature review some
suggested methods were mentioned like the GVV and ethics novels that could take ethics education
into a whole new level and help engrave the knowledge of ethics deeper into students.
This dissertation also used a survey to examine the effect of ethics education on the level of
sensitivity of business students narrowing the results into a comparison of business students versus
non-business students, also mentioning the effect of ethics classes on their answers through looking
at the ethical sensitivity of those who did and did not take ethics classes.
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Students who had ethics as major class and answered yes to the fifth question of the survey “Have
you ever had a specific course / module in ethic while in college?” showed significantly higher
percentage to the level of confidence they have in the amount of ethics education they received ,
scoring higher percentage in section 2 and 3 of the survey, supporting that students who had previous
ethics studies showed more ethical sensitivity than those who did not,

this suggest that those

students who believe in the efficacy of the ethics education they have received was likely to influence
their thoughts and activities in any given ethical dilemma looking at the results in Appendix confirms
the above , although this may also suggest that ethics learned in major classes where ethics is the
core could have an increased chance of influencing the behaviour compared to ethics been given
integrated or in limited hours.
While by looking at results of business student versus non-business student we can see that it shows,
that business students showed similarity in result and answers to non-business students, while in
other answers they showed slightly higher, this confirm what was presented in this dissertation in the
literature review section that business students are as ethical as other students if not more ethical.
69.05% of business students answered yes to question five of the survey, taking a major ethics class,
which gave a significant increase to their ethical sensitivity, this would help students in their future
roles giving them the confidence to continue their progress regardless of the public view that could
discourage business students from proving themselves in the world under the influence of business
students are not less ethical than any other students. this gives an emphasis to ethics education to
increase the major ethics courses, as from the research ethics education make up a large part of the
ethical sensitivity of students, and how important these type of learning hours to business students
which must not be underestimated or minimised.
No amount of ethics classes or exams could force ethical behaviour on students, fraud and cheating
will always happen, no matter how much a firm will try to control its environment there will always be
other factors that could interfere with this coming from the own beliefs of the employees and their way
of ethical character and motivation. Being ethical or choosing to be is not an opinion, there are no
right or wrong in what concerned to be acceptable ethics, thinking and stepping back from a situation
or ethical dilemma for few moments could help in breaking down the complexity of it and aid in
choosing the best available action, ethical behaviour cannot be predicted but it could be prepared for
like what mentioned in the GVV and ethics novels a person could prepare by being familiar to different
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situations with different approaches while reflecting on the experience could help build the awareness
into others.
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Reflection on learning
I still remember the day I decided to study accounting and finance, choosing to take the BA in
accounting and finance was my very certain decision, going through this three years in business
school was challenging journey but most rewarding , I still remember my vision board that I made for
employability in action module in the last semester of business school, which I still have it on my wall,
sharing my goals and dreams of my career and life putting them all together in a colourful way , a
postgraduate degree took the biggest part of my vision board , believing that this degree will be my
key to the doors of academia, the day I decided to start my masters was the very last day of my
bachelor classes, but choosing a master program was not easy there were so many choices but I
finally chose Masters of science in international accounting and finance, it was a mixture between
excitement and worries throughout my first few months, the challenges kept on coming with a whole
new level of testing myself to overcome these, being mentored by the friendliest staff and lecturers
made this experience very barrable, having that feeling of support from the lectures made me feel
safe in what I am learning this was a highlight in DBS which I did not experience in my previous
college , I ended up loving my masters even more than I did for my bachelor studies, it was like a pat
on the shoulders for myself for choosing to start my postgrad studies right away after few months of
my bachelor, the encouragement from my lovely mother and husband was pushing me toward this
goal, Studying masters was not a walk in a park , its indeed a step up in learning being at a stage
where I realised that now I am holding a full responsible for my own learning, the long journey of this
degree made me realise more of my abilities in overcoming any challenge that I could face, crossing
the finish line is almost at reach at this stage of my degree and looking back at what I have passed to
become pushing myself out of my comfort zone I now start to see myself as an independent
researcher after being a worried students who started to know nothing on the subject of ethics
education.

The master degree I undertook had ten different modules each holding a unique challenge with it,
information overload, presentations and long assignments but the dissertation was the hardest of
them all, this was made doable through breaking it into sections with the help of the research
methodologies 1 and 2 module, that took us into the dissertation step by step. This experience was
very different than what I was used to in my undergraduate studies, feeling more in control of my own
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learning curve, I become able to deploy my research skills to the full in this dissertation and
throughout the whole master stage, my learning style adapted from this master degree strongly
influenced my motivation and performance in research. My overall experience was very positive being
in a class which was truly international, we had 13 different nationalities among us, sharing very
interesting experiences not only personal also in learning, experienced being in a group of people with
different educational backgrounds explored the real-life type of group projects challenges which one
may face.
When started my dissertation planning and start up ideas to be honest it felt like a vague path which I
had no prediction of what can come , it was my biggest concern in this journey, again research
methodologies module stepped up and guided me and solved my all concerns , the availability of the
lecturers all the time were helpful in many areas, I remember asking one of the lecturers about a topic
I was interested in at the beginning of my dissertation planning , he helped in reshaping my direction
by guiding me into refining my title into making it more specific and asked me to take a day or two in
clearing my mind of the real objectives behind me doing this study, after sitting down and brain storm
my ideas into paper the chosen topic was ethics education for business students in the third level, the
proposal was the first challenging part of this dissertation, at the first looking at the requirement of five
thousand words was shocking to be honest, but after working into each section and requirement
completing

each chapter added so much into my knowledge, learning to do a proposal for a

dissertation was a new thing for me to do , during the primary readings I discovered the enormous
web of information presented in each article or book that I have read, starting at one journal article
into the other made the reading very interesting especially that it involved academic scholars‟
publications, diving into this pecan of knowledge which I was surprised to enjoy every moment of it
added so much into my personality as well as my experience, I started to look at things differently,
accepting other‟s opinions and view believing now that each person can have a different yet valid
view from their perspective not necessarily a one that I agree with , challenging myself through the
completion of the proposal was very substantial experience.
After this stage I was ready for my dissertation, I knew that the process might be long filled with many
challenges but I was certain that I would enjoy it as much as I would benefit from it, before meeting
my supervisor for the first time I was very nervous about what this meeting will hold, discovering that I
was lucky to have a very understanding supporting mentor to guide me through this expedition of
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discovering the world of research , he helped me in expressing my ideas by him asking the questions
realising that I knew much more than I thought I do , all the articles that I read started to come up
thanks to my supervisor who knew exactly what kind of questions to ask to extract those ideas from
my head for us both to discuss , I remember him asking me to go home and write my road map down
on a paper with all my thoughts and get back to him , he was accessible by email phone and in
person when needed.
Continuing my readings was mixed with extracting valuable information from all those resources
taking me into my decision in methods to be used to carry out my primary data collection , after
careful readings I decided to do both surveying business students and interviewing educators ,
contacting interviewees was a little challenging, while asking some authors in researchgate.net and
educators to participate into my study , one author directed me into his publication about electronic
based interviewing after giving me access to his article which helped me a lot in starting my data
collection by emails(Sappleton, 2013), all interviews went swiftly, also managed to get my survey set
into survey monkey after searching my research questions and adapted some from existing tools
used in measuring the ethical sensitivity of participants, using survey monkey helped in collecting my
primary data through an easy accessible web link that I shared with friends and family and a little bit
of a snowball sampling I manged to get enough responses to start my data analysis, this part drained
my time in this dissertation took me longer than I thought into completing it , breaking the data into
themes and link similar findings under the most appropriate theme was more than simple, but with a
great end results, I managed to incorporate my findings into sections that helped me in generating the
conclusion of the data collected, that I can grantee now that it is much different than what I had in
mind at the start of this dissertation, leaving room for adapting ideas and accepting different ones
allowed me to gain the best benefit from what I once thought is the hardest thing I would ever do
which it was at the beginning but with good planning and time management supported by my
supervisor and family this was achieved , the feelings of satisfaction ,achievement stress and
disappointment all had their shares in this stage of my learning , and being able to reflect that into
writing in my opinion is a great way to summarise my accomplishments and experiences during my
master degree journey.
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Appendices
Time Allocation

No.

Activity

Start Date

End Date

1

Searching for secondary data

20/06/2017

30/05/2017

2

Reading secondary data

20/06/2017

30/06/2017

3

Creating data collection instruments

01/07/2017

04/07/2017

4

Manage data collection instruments

05/07/2017

15/07/2017

5

Analysing primary data collected

16/07/2017

31/07/2017

6

Start discussion and conclusion

01/08/2017

10/08/2017

7

Start finalising the first drafts

11/08/2017

15/07/2017

8

Revisions of drafts

16/08/2017

20/08/2017

9

Submitting final dissertation

21/08/2017

Table 12

Costing Issue

Cost (€)

Activity

Print out reading materials

10

Survey website membership

38

Print out survey data from the website

22

Print out the final draft for revision

5
Total

75 €
Table 13
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The Invitation to participation email

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am a post-graduate student in Master of Science in international Accounting and Finance from
Dublin Business School. Currently I am in final stage in completing my course and one of the
requirements of the course is to complete a research study. My research looks at the effectiveness of
ethical education for undergraduate business students. I would like to ask the opportunity to invite you
to be part of my primary data collection, it‟s an email based interview, I have attached the questions
with this email for you to answer it in your own time, I believe in the value of your participant that will
bring to this research with your knowledge and expertise in the area of ethical education, your time
and help are greatly appreciated.

Kind Regards,

Abrar Alzankawi

Dublin Business School
13/14 Aungier Street
Dublin 2, Ireland
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Opening of the interview and questions
Dear Sir / Madam,

I am a post-graduate student in Master of Science in international Accounting and Finance from
Dublin Business School. Currently I am in final stage in completing my course and one of the
requirements of the course is to complete a research study on a related subject matter. I am looking
at the effectiveness of ethical education for undergraduate business students. Using your knowledge
and your professional judgment, please select the most appropriate treatment to each case. The
interview questions will take approximately 15 -20 minutes to complete. All information obtained from
this questionnaire will only be used for the purpose of this research. Once the research is complete,
all questionnaires will be disposed of accordingly. Your participant in this study is totally voluntary
therefore if at any stage you feel uncomfortable, you may withdraw from the continuing with the study.
The data I collect does not contain any personal information about you, I will be glad to answer your
questions about this study at any time. I would like to thank you for your co-operation and valuable
time to answer this survey.

Regards,
Abrar Alzankawi
Dublin Business School
13/14 Aungier Street
Dublin 2, Ireland
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Interview Questions


Name:



Profession and company name:

1. Have you ever attended any classes on business ethics?
2. Have you ever given any classes on business ethics? please specify
3. How do you view the importance of the teaching business ethics to future business,
leaders/professionals?
4. What advice would you give to future business leaders/professionals on the subject of
business ethics?
5. How do you view business ethics and its importance?
6. How, in your opinion, is ethical education preparing undergraduate students for their future
career?
7. How do you think the quality of ethical education provided to undergrad business students
might be improved?
8. Which do you think is more effective in ethical education, integrated classes or standalone
modules on ethics?
9. In your opinion how do you think ethical sensitivity of business students could be
empowered?
10. Do you ever encounter ethical dilemmas in your role that you believe your ethical education
helped or not in it? Have you any examples?
11. How do you view the failure of businesses and its links to ethical education?
12. How do you feel about the ethical curriculums within the 3
organization? Did you have an influence in their creation?

End of Questions
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rd

level business education

Interviews Transcript
(Participant 3)
•Name: Participant 3
• Profession and company name: Academic: Professor of Financial Ethics

1. Have you ever attended any classes on business ethics?
No
2. Have you ever given any classes on business ethics? please specify
Yes: I designed and taught an honours-level undergraduate module (first 10 credits out of 120 in the
year, later 20 credits) entitled “Business Ethics”. I last taught it in 2007-08, at which point I became
Dean.
3. How do you view the importance of the teaching business ethics to future business
leaders/professionals?
Important
4. What advice would you give to future business leaders/professionals on the subject of business
ethics?
Think!
Be aware (n.b. the first stage of Rest‟s model of ethical decision-making.
It‟s not just a matter of opinion. There are good – and bad – arguments to be made.
Try the following test: imagine telling your spouse, parents, priest or some other significant other
about your action, or seeing it in the press. Now how do you feel about it.
5. How do you view business ethics and its importance?
Important. There‟s more space for ethics in business that people sometimes imagine.
6. How, in your opinion, is ethical education preparing undergraduate students for their future career?

7. How do you think the quality of ethical education provided to undergrad business students might be
improved?
More of it, properly designed into the curriculum, with compulsory elements to include both explicit
coverage (to provide tools etc) and integration into other modules, plus specialist option(s) for those
who want to take things further.
8. Which do you think is more effective in ethical education, integrated classes or standalone modules
on ethics?
Probably integration, if forced to make a choice – but it depends how well it‟s done, which might be
limited if there hasn‟t been some previous standalone material, which as a complete module or as
part of one. I think this was the conclusion reached by Diana Robertson and the late Tom Dunfee
back in the 1980s.
9. In your opinion how do you think ethical sensitivity of business students could be empowered?
Not sure about the work “empowered”, but a few things come to mind:
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a) Show how their mainstream subjects contain normative assumptions – and inconsistent ones at
that.
b) Real-life examples and case studies
c) Encouragement of reflection.
10. Do you ever encounter ethical dilemmas in your role that you believe your ethical education
helped or not in it? Have you any examples?
11. How do you view the failure of businesses and its links to ethical education?
You mean ethical failure? Always going to happen. The focus of mainstream management education
probably doesn‟t help, though; and more, and more effective, ethics education might help.
12. How do you feel about the ethical curriculums within the 3rd level business education
organization? Did you have an influence in their creation? „

Yes, I did as a professor (see above). I perhaps could have done more as Dean (2008-16), but at
least I took us into PRiME and initiated a curriculum review, which will be useful as we pursue AACSB
accreditation.
13. In your opinion, can business ethics be taught to students along with compliance? please explain
Yes, you can teach them, to some extent, how to be ethical; but you can‟t force them to be ethical.
Do we sometimes expect too much though? After all, so we expect all managers to be really
competent at financial management after they‟ve studied a bit of accounting and finance in their
degree?

Shaikhah Al-Baghli
•Name: Shaikhah Al-Baghli
•Profession and company name:
Team leader / Instructor – Accounting program
American College of Middle East – Kuwait
1.Have you ever attended any classes on business ethics?
Yes. As an MSc. In international accounting and finance graduate, a lot the classes I took as part of
my bachelors or masters programs covered the topic of business ethics.
2.Have you ever given any classes on business ethics? please specify
Yes. As an accounting instructor, I teach my students about business ethics and social responsibility.
We emphasise on the importance of business ethics to our students and the consequences of
unethical behaviour such as unfaithful representation and conflict of interest.
3.How do you view the importance of the teaching business ethics to future business
leaders/professionals?
It is extremely important to introduce and reinforce the concepts and practices of business ethics to
future business leaders. I believe one must implement and encourage business ethics to be
considered a successful leader.
4.What advice would you give to future business leaders/professionals on the subject of business
ethics?
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To be a successful leader/professional, one must always review and practice the proper business
practices and social responsibility. Moreover, they should spread the culture of business ethics and
moral among their surroundings.
5.How do you view business ethics and its importance?
Business ethics are the policies and guidelines all business and business people must develop and
practice. There has been many cases of fraud and scandals due to misrepresentations of information,
not being completely faithful, conflict of interest and many more. That is why, it is very important for
one to create ethical behaviour and implement the best practices of business ethics towards
environment and others.
6.How, in your opinion, is ethical education preparing undergraduate students for their future career?
As an undergrad instructor, I believe ethical education plays an important role of preparing students
for future careers if it was well implemented. For example, students know that cheating and
plagiarising someone else‟s work is not accepted and can be seen as a serious crime. This somehow
is a small image of business ethics in companies and corporations. If a student was exposed to such
rules and regulations, he/she will have a better understanding of business ethics in future and will
have a clear vision of what is accepted and what is considered as an unethical business behaviour.
7.How do you think the quality of ethical education provided to undergrad business students might be
improved?
In my opinion, ethical education can be improved by providing special sessions on ethical education
and behaviour. They can also attend sessions where successful businessmen and entrepreneurs can
talk about their journey.
Moreover, I believe that learning by doing is the most effective teaching technique. For that reason, if
you want your students to learn ethics, put them in situations where they have to analyse a situation
and reach a conclusion that is based on ethics and moral behaviour.
8.Which do you think is more effective in ethical education, integrated classes or standalone modules
on ethics?
I believe standalone modules on ethics are required and will be more effective to students. This is
very important because, specially nowadays, young people are exposed to a lot of things that can
affect their interpretations and analysis. This doesn‟t mean that it can‟t be reinforced in the regular
classes with referring to examples that are related to the material.
9.In your opinion how do you think ethical sensitivity of business students could be empowered?
I believe ethical sensitivity of students can be improved by many ways. An important one would be
teamwork. When students learn to work in a team, accept other people‟s opinions and differences and
be sensitive to their emotions, they would build a character that is ethical, decent and cares for others.
Also, students can get involved in workshops in which they have to analyse a situation where is
requires them to solve a problem by being ethical.
10.Do you ever encounter ethical dilemmas in your role that you believe your ethical education helped
or not in it? Have you any examples?
Of course, almost every day. As an instructor, I always explain the importance of ethical and moral
behaviour. For example, I was taught that plagiarism or using someone else‟s work as if it was yours
is considered a crime and I always teach this to my students.
11.How do you view the failure of businesses and its links to ethical education?
In my opinion, if one was not educated based on ethics and moral, they will misuse their position
regardless if it was a managerial position or a normal employee. This will of course lead to business
failure.
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There have been many cases in the world of business where the lack of business ethics has affected
business and economies negatively.
12.How do you feel about the ethical curriculums within the 3rd level business education
organization? Did you have an influence in their creation?
as I said before, I keep highlighting the importance of both personal and business ethics to my
students. I believe there should be more emphasis on ethical behaviour and business morals within
curriculums.
As for me help creating ethical curriculums, I always tend to include business ethics topics and ethical
case studies to my accounting students as part of their assessments. In this way, I can view their
perception and interpretation of the topic which they also find interesting.

Abdulaziz Abul
•Name: Abdulaziz Abul
•Profession and company name: Assistance professor in the American University in Kuwait, PHD in
curriculum instruction, Education
13.Have you ever attended any classes on business ethics?
Business Ethics! No
14.Have you ever had any classes that talks about ethics in education?
We spoke about it during the PHD I remember, it was mentioned in couple or few classes
15.Have you ever given any classes on business ethics? please specify
Not classes
Was it more of a lecture?
Not a lecture, but in my business which is educational consultancies I do speak to the specialist who
are my team about business ethics all the time.
16.How do you view the importance of the teaching business ethics to future business
leaders/professionals?
I think it‟s extremely important, because at some point they are going to be practising and they are
going to need to apply what they have learned, its more practise than is theory, so in theory you can
teach them but its more practise it they have to be put in that situation where they can apply the ethics
that have learned.
17.What advice would you give to future business leaders/professionals on the subject of business
ethics?
Simple have a focused goal , make it simple and stick to it , in terms of business and education ,
personally that‟s the way I deal with it , I look more toward the education and benefit of clients or
students I have, more than I do look at the profit , basically I make profit and I am happy with it , the
percentage of profit that I don‟t look at I don‟t continually try to make more profit or minims
expenditure maximise profit or all that stuff , this is a business model I think it should stay away from
education , haven‟t said that , I don‟t think that it goes on the minus when are doing any business .
18.How, in your opinion, is ethical education preparing undergraduate students for their future
career?
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It‟s extremely important, I mean if you have a business based on no ethics, I think it‟s going down the
drain, now a day‟s clients they want a company that they can trust, a company that they can where
they are not afraid of using their services and products, that‟s what customers‟ needs high ethics.
19.How do you think the quality of ethical education provided to undergrad business students might
be improved?
I think it can be improved by internships, when they intern they need to intern in companies that have
high ethics in t heir business, again it goes back to the fact that they need to practise it to learn what
it‟s about so they can apply it later on.
20.Which do you think is more effective in ethical education, integrated classes or standalone
modules on ethics?
Both, I think initially it should be a standalone and then it should be applied to different classes
21.Do you think if students were exposed to a standalone course will be more ethical sensitive, than
those who only got ethics integrated within other modules?
I will not be able to tell, I mean I have no studies prove that, but I would think it would add strength to
the students trying to apply the ethics themselves plus this one again goes back to the same person,
a person can read a lot about ethics but at the end of the day not apply any of it, so it‟s sometimes
personal.
22.In your opinion how do you think ethical sensitivity of business students could be empowered?
Ethical sensitivity! I think by going through a non-ethical experience, let them became a victim of
unethical experience, then they will know what it is, for example how I teach about racism is to be
racist against.
23.Do you ever encounter ethical dilemmas in your role that you believe your ethical education helped
or not in it? Have you any examples?
I think one of the biggest ones, dilemmas that faces teachers is knowing students, a lot of the times
we know what students capable of doing, so sometimes the student will answer a question wrong of
though we know as teachers, I would know the student know the correct answer but for some reason
wrote the wrong answer, so here is a dilemma what do I do, Do I give them grades based on what‟s in
their exam or how I know the students, then I have to make a call and decide what to do.
24.Do you think a person would be influenced by what they have learned about how to act within any
ethical dilemma faced?
Yes, for example a new teacher would not know what to do in these cases, maybe most likely they
would not know what to do, but if they have been thought and gone through it before, or discussed it
in a class, then maybe they would know what to do
25.How do you view the failure of businesses and its links to ethical education?
No, I don‟t think its linked to their education I think ethics is something that is separate, if you look at
Enron for example they fail as a huge company then when you look at other companies like Apple I
think Apple has the most loyal client base, I am one of them I trust in their product and buy only from
them, I think its separate it has nothing to do with education its more about practise and more about
what the person want to do
26.How do you feel about the ethical curriculums within the 3rd level business education
organization? „
I think the ethics curriculums should be taught from first year , it should be practised , especially if we
are going to talk about our region the middle east for example , talking about Kuwait , it should be
taught from first grade because most of the corruption going in the country is from non-educated
people , I don‟t have statistics and I can‟t back this up but I am just assuming it‟s from non-educated
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people that costumes and traditions has its influence , or its from people who haven‟t really practised
it .
Did you think that educators will have influence on the delivery of ethical curriculums?
Of course, this is something the teacher needs to apply, he will be a role model so he needs to apply
it so that students will learn from them this is done mainly by grades, they student get what they
deserve, they acquire the grades it‟s not the teacher who gives the grades, and that‟s a big shift we
need our culture in our education in Kuwait or the middle east.

Irfaan Jehangur
•Name: Irfaan Jehangur
•Profession and company name: Student/London College of Accountancy (Mauritius campus)
27.Have you ever attended any classes on business ethics?
Yes
28.Have you ever given any classes on business ethics? please specify
Yes - In my undergraduate course, I have studied business ethics in one of the taught module,
namely corporate governance.
29.How do you view the importance of the teaching business ethics to future business
leaders/professionals?
It is a must in today‟s world because of the following:
-To prevent conflict of interest between the Directors and the company/stakeholders.
-To build a world where everybody gets what he deserves, that is, there is no cutting corners or riding
on the back of others to gain an unfair advantage.
30.What advice would you give to future business leaders/professionals on the subject of business
ethics?
-To incorporate morality in their decision making
-To learn about the things that money cannot buy
-To make values as part of their company‟s culture. For example, we now have faith based indices.
They include companies that are compatible with certain religious values and exclude companies that
are inconsistent with specific values-based criteria. An example is the MSCI Faith-Based Indexes.
31.How do you view business ethics and its importance?
-I believe that it is something to promote at an early level in each society because it is difficult to
incorporate when Directors and companies have already developed their own way of doing business.
Some small and medium size businesses might show some flexibility but other large companies have
very rigid structure where only making profits matters, irrespective of whether slave labour have been
used for example. Promoting business ethics at an early level in the society could help the individuals
to develop very strong character that will make him avoid unethical companies while guiding him to
making ethical decision in the organisation he works.
32.How, in your opinion, is ethical education preparing undergraduate students for their future career?
-I believe that the education system has done a lot so far on ethics. Nearly all accounting, business,
finance subjects have something to say on ethics. The problem comes when these students have to
search for a job. Due to the pressing need of money to meet the ever-high cost of living in the city and
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student loans, these students are often face with a dilemma when it comes to choosing the company
they will work for. It is more of a concern to them of getting a salary and pay their expenses
irrespective of how they get it. The ethical education at the undergraduate level might be good
reading but practically difficult to implement.
33.How do you think the quality of ethical education provided to undergrad business students might
be improved?
-I think there is a clear line between what is right and wrong. Thus, they do not need to be improved to
become righter or more wrong. This guidance is enough on their own, and once students receive
them, they can use them as a means to navigate their life. What matters is how they apply what they
have taught and in which company they landed.
34.Which do you think is more effective in ethical education, integrated classes or standalone
modules on ethics?
-I believe that standalone is better because integrated classes allow a student to avoid part of the
program which he does not like, for example, not attempting a question on ethics. Knowing its
growing importance, it is vital for all students to know about ethics.
35.In your opinion how do you think ethical sensitivity of business students could be empowered?
-This could be done by promoting ethics as a leading subject. This can make them realize its
importance, thus will lead to them applying it later on in their career. However, the most important
aspect is outside the university because the more the economy is slowing down, the less students will
care about ethics or making them less sensitive. The more punitive is the legislation is against
unethical actions, the more sensitive it will make students to ethics. It is a matter about those who
govern rather than as an educational level.
36.Do you ever encounter ethical dilemmas in your role that you believe your ethical education helped
or not in it? Have you any examples?
Yes. In a company where I worked before, a client wanted us to account twice a VAT invoice which to
increase its purchase for a quarter, so as to making it receive a refund from the tax authority. From
the education which I had, I could not do it and have to refuse the client. However, if my manager had
ordered me to do it, I would have done it else my job would be at risk. So, it depends on the company
you work for and the culture in it.
37.How do you view the failure of businesses and its links to ethical education?
-I personally do not believe that there is a link. Ethical education is about the guidance it provides.
Applying it rest solely with the director running the company. Ethical education does its job through
the guidance it provides, but if the director throw it behind his back, it will simply be fruitless. The
failure of businesses is more concerned with the nature of those running it. Ethical education,
however good it might be, cannot necessarily change the nature of an individual.
38.How do you feel about the ethical curriculums within the 3rd level business education
organization? Did you have an influence in their creation?
-I do not have any reproach about the curriculums, because we all have been taught rules of morality
and laws. It is now up to us to apply it or not.
-To be honest, I do not have any influence in their creation.
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INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS
PROJECT TITLE
Effectiveness of ethics education for 3rd level business students
My Name Is Abrar Alzankawi post-graduate student in Master of Science in international
Accounting and Finance from Dublin Business School. Currently I am in final stage in
completing my course and one of the requirements of the course is to complete a research
study on the subject titled above ,you are being asked to take part in a research study, this
study aims to examine the effectiveness of teaching ethics for business students in 3 rd level
education, by looking at the most effective methods for teaching ,and whether the current
methods of teaching ethics are sufficient and reaches the expected emphasis of ethics in
business . This project goes under the supervision of Eddie McConnon and Dublin Business
School, and has been approved by the Research Ethics Committee.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN
In this study, you will be asked to answer a series of questions related to the topic above, any
content discussed in the interview may be used as part of the research study, this interview
will be recorded via an audio recorder, the recording then will be transcribed word by word
to be used in the data analysis, the study typically takes 15 – 20 minutes, another session
might be arranged if necessary
PARTICIPANTS’ RIGHTS
You may decide to stop being a part of the research study at any time without explanation
required from you. You have the right to ask that any data you have supplied to that point be
withdrawn / destroyed.
You have the right to omit or refuse to answer or respond to any question that is asked of
you.
You have the right to have your questions about the procedures answered (unless answering
these questions would interfere with the study’s outcome. A full de-briefing will be given
after the study).
A copy of the final draft of the transcript and the data analysis will be sent to you to review in
order to confirm the content and ensure you are
comfortable with the contents. Should you feel uncomfortable with any part of the draft,
you have the right to have some/ all parts omitted from the final document.
If you have any questions as a result of reading this information sheet, you should ask the
researcher before the study begins.
CONFIDENTIALITY/ANONYMITY
The data I collect does not contain any personal information about you except you name and
job title after receiving the full approval on it from you.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
I and my supervisor at Eddie McConnon will be glad to answer your questions about this
study at any time. You may contact my supervisor at:
eddie.mcconnon@dbs.ie
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM

Effectiveness of ethics education for 3rd level business students

By signing below, you are agreeing that: (1) you have read and understood the Participant
Information Sheet, (2) questions about your participation in this study have been answered
satisfactorily, (3) you are aware of the potential risks (if any), and (4) you are taking part in
this research study voluntarily (without coercion).

_________________________________
_________________________________

Participant’s signature

Participant’s Nam e (Printed)

_______________________________
________________________________

Student Name (Printed)

Student Name signature

_________________________________
Date
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